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Background: Internationally, the delivery of care provided by nurses and midwives has undergone a significant change due to a variety of interrelated factors, including economic circumstances, a diminishing number of medical providers, the unavailability of adequate health care services in underserved and rural areas, and growing specialization among the professions. One solution to the challenges of care delivery has been the introduction of nurse practitioners (NPs) and the authorization of NPs to prescribe medicines.

Aim: The aim of this paper was to review the current international literature related to NP prescribing and compare the findings to the Australian context. The review focuses on literature from the United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, and New Zealand.

Methods: Databases were searched from January 2000 to January 2015. The following keywords: “nurse practitioner”, “advanced nurse”, “advanced practice nurse”, “prescri*”, “Australia”, “United States America”, “UK”, “New Zealand”, “Canada”, “Europe”, “drug prescri*”, “prescri* authority”, and “prescri* legislation” were used.

Findings: NPs tend to prescribe in differing contexts of practice to provide care in underserved populations and require good systems literacy to practice across complex systems. The key themes identified internationally related to NP prescribing relate to barriers to prescribing, confidence in prescribing, and the unique role of NPs in prescribing medicines, eg, the high prevalence of prescribing pain medicines in several countries, including Australia.

Conclusion: Across all countries reviewed, there appears a need for further research into the organizational and financial conditions/climate in which NPs prescribe. Such research may give a better understanding of not only NP’s true prescribing capacity currently but also inform future NP prescribing policy.
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Introduction

Internationally, the delivery of care provided by nurses and midwives has undergone a significant change due to a variety of interrelated factors, including economic circumstances, a diminishing number of medical providers, the unavailability of adequate health care services in underserved and rural areas, and growing specialization among the professions.1,2 One solution to the challenges of care delivery has been the introduction of nurse practitioners (NPs). The implementation of NPs serves to improve access to treatment; provide cost-effective care; target at-risk populations; provide outreach services in all settings but in particular outer metropolitan, rural, and remote communities; and provide mentorship and clinical expertise to other health professionals.3 The International Council of Nurses defines NPs as registered nurses...
(RNs), who, through experience and formal education (typically master level), have acquired an expert knowledge base, complex decision-making skills, and the necessary clinical competencies for expanded practice.\textsuperscript{4} The characteristics of this practice are shaped by the context and country in which the NP practices.\textsuperscript{4}

NPs’ roles were first introduced in the USA in the 1960s as a way of meeting demand for health services in the community.\textsuperscript{3} Since then, the NP role (or equivalent) has been introduced in a number of other countries, including the UK, Australia, New Zealand (NZ), Canada, and mainland Europe (including Sweden, the Netherlands, and Finland).\textsuperscript{5,6} In Australia, the NP role was first introduced into the health care context in 1998, with prescriptive authority commencing in some jurisdictions in 2001.\textsuperscript{7}

In Australia, the title NP is protected by legislation, and NPs have the capability to provide high levels of clinically focused nursing care in a variety of contexts.\textsuperscript{8} One of the key aspects in which the scope of NPs differs from other RNs is the prescriptive authority, or the legal privilege to prescribe medications. Endorsed NPs in Australia are authorized to prescribe medications relevant to their scope of practice.\textsuperscript{9,10} Prescribing has been defined as an iterative process involving the steps of information gathering, clinical decision-making, communication, and evaluation, which results in the initiation, continuation, or cessation of medications.\textsuperscript{11} A prescriber is defined as a health practitioner authorized to undertake prescribing within the scope of their practice.\textsuperscript{12,13}

### Aim

The aim of this review was to evaluate the current international literature related to NP prescribing and to compare the findings to the Australian context. This review focused on literature from USA, Canada, Europe, NZ, and Australia. This review focused on these specific countries, that have health systems that are comparable with the Australian health system. This review encompassed the legislation/regulations and educational preparation related to NPs prescriptive authority across the various settings.

### Methods

A literature review was undertaken using permutations of the following keywords: “nurse practitioner”, “advanced nurse”, “advanced practice nurse”, “prescri*”, “Australia”, “United States America”, “UK”, “New Zealand”, “Canada”, “Europe”, “drug prescri*”, “prescri* authority”, and “prescri* legislation”. Databases were searched from January 2000 to January 2015. The search was limited to publications from the year 2000 onward, a time when NPs were first introduced in Australia. Databases searched include PsycINFO, PubMed, CINAHL, and MEDLINE. Only papers published in English were included.

Articles were included in the review only if they reported specifically in relation to NP prescribing practices. A search of literature from European countries was conducted to identify if legislation existed to enable NP authorization and NP prescribing. In reference to the UK literature the title NP is not a legislated title, but refers to a position scope, which may include prescribing medicines. Literature related to authorized independent nurse prescriber’s, who are frequently employed in NP positions, was reviewed and discussed in this context. This literature was included to ensure the review encompassed new and emerging models of NP prescribing and also identify legislative differences among countries related to NP prescribing.

### Search results

Using this search strategy, 406 references were identified. Of the 406 articles, 296 articles were excluded through review of

**Figure 1** Search strategy.

**Abbreviation:** NP, nurse practitioner.
Nurse prescribing has been in place in the USA since the 1960s, with the purpose of reducing the workload of physicians and addressing the needs of patients in remote areas. Nurse and midwife prescribing has evolved in the USA out of the establishment of the advanced practice roles such as NP, physician assistants (PAs), and nurse–midwife. NPs were granted prescriptive privileges in 1969, when initially legislation was introduced to allow NPs to prescribe medications under the rules and regulations of the regulatory Boards of Medicine and Nursing and was limited to a dependant/collaborative arrangement. By 2005, 13 states and the District of Columbia authorized NPs to independently prescribe, including controlled drugs. This involved state-mandated requirements for collaborative practice arrangements, between the NP and medical practitioner. There are now 21 states in America deemed to have full practice authority. This authority includes prescriptive authority without mandated collaborative arrangements.

To obtain licensure in the USA as an NP, candidates must hold a master’s degree, a post-master’s certificate, or a doctoral degree in nursing from an accredited program. There is a move toward a full requirement for a doctorate as the entry level qualification. Generally, NPs are licensed by the Board of Nursing for the state in which they will practice; laws differ depending on the state. Depending on each state’s regulations, licenses must be periodically renewed, with some states requiring continuing education in order to renew licenses.

Although NPs have had prescriptive authority for some time, surprisingly, there is limited research published regarding patient outcomes of NP prescribing practice in the USA. Hooker and Cipher studied the prescriptive practices of NPs, PAs, and medical practitioners by analyzing data from The National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey and found that NPs wrote significantly more prescriptions in rural areas when compared to PAs and medical practitioners. It was proposed that this may relate to more primary care NPs being located in nonmetropolitan areas compared to the number of physicians in these areas. There is no significant difference found in antibiotic prescribing by NPs compared to medical practitioners in a retrospective study of data from the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey and the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey between 1997 and 2001, which investigated NPs and medical practitioners prescribing for upper respiratory infections.

It appears that in the elderly, the most commonly prescribed drugs by NPs in the USA include antihypertensive drugs, analgesics, cardiovascular drugs, and diabetic medications. In the 2004 AANP National Nurse Practitioner Sample Survey, a survey of 16,543 NPs identified that the most commonly prescribed medications were nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and antibiotics followed by antihypertensive medications, diabetic medications, contraceptives, and bronchodilators. This study reported that NPs routinely prescribe in all 50 states and in the District of Columbia, as well as in all practice settings, regardless of specialty. The types of medications prescribed in the USA support the notion that NPs employ pharmacotherapy in the management of acute and complex chronic conditions as well as health maintenance and diseases prevention. Studies that compared NP’s prescribing practices with other clinicians demonstrated the principal finding that there is no difference between NP and medical practitioners prescribing practices.

In mainland European countries, some nurses have prescriptive authority, although this varies among specific European countries. Sweden has had prescriptive authority for nurses since 1994, whereas the Netherlands and Spain have explored legislative and procedural amendments to allow prescriptive authority. The Finnish Government has also proposed that nurses working in national public health centers are given a limited right to prescribe medication to patients in their care. Nurse prescriptive authority was primarily implemented in Europe for similar reasons to the USA to improve the patient’s access to medicines, in particular for those in remote areas to both supplement the shortage of physicians and reduce the work load of medical practitioners.

In many European countries, NPs have been practicing in the health care system for years, although the level of education can vary between countries and even within the states.
The divergence and reasons for nurse prescribing are reflected in the nonuniform qualification requirements, the training they receive, and differences in regulation of practice among each European country. The general standard appears to be that nurses must have substantial clinical experience and undergo specific training as regulated by each country’s regulatory body to prescribe medications. No published studies related to outcomes of NP prescribing from European countries were identified.

Since the late 1990s, the UK has seen a major expansion in the scope of nurse prescribing, which reflects changes in government policy over this time. In the UK, NP is not a legislatively protected title, and registered independent nurse prescribing policy enables RNs to prescribe within the RN’s scope of practice. Due to the lack of regulation of NPs in the UK, prescribing is encompassed in the literature under the banner of independent nurse prescribing. Further changes in the legislation in May 2006 radically altered the professional restrictions on prescribing enabling independent nurse prescribers to prescribe any licensed medicine on the British National Formulary, for any medical condition within the RN’s scope of practice. This put nurses on par with medical practitioners in relation to prescribing privileges in the UK. In addition to independent prescribers, supplementary prescribing is another form of nurse prescribing in the UK, based on a voluntary prescribing partnership between a medical practitioner (independent prescriber) and a nurse (supplementary prescriber). In this relationship, the supplementary prescriber has the ability to prescribe any drug in a patient-specific clinical management plan once the patient has been diagnosed by the medical practitioner. The initial education and training for nurse prescribers began in the mid 1990s. To qualify as a supplementary prescriber, nurses undertake a recognized Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) accredited prescribing course through a university, and upon successful completion, they register with the NMC. Since 2004, all nurses who complete the NMC qualification can prescribe independently as well as in a supplementary capacity. At present, the UK nursing regulator will only accept practitioners who are qualified through UK universities, which follows the NMC curriculum. The lack of processes to determine equivalency for international applicants wishing to work in the UK is an issue in terms of mobility of the international NP workforce.

The education and training for independent nurse prescribers in the UK consist of a standalone course of 26 days of theory and 12 days of mentored practice. In a national survey of independent nurse prescribers conducted in 2003 by Latter et al, the self-reported perception of adequacy of nurses’ educational preparation for independent prescribing was evaluated (n=285, response rate =71%). The finding from this national survey highlighted that the majority of nurses considered that the initially taught course elements of their education program met prescriber needs to some extent (61%) or completely (22%), although a small minority was less that satisfied with the program as preparation for prescribing.

In the literature related to nurse prescribing in the UK, three key themes have been identified: barriers to prescribing, confidence in prescribing, and appropriateness of prescribing practices. Latter and Courtenay identified that patients generally reported positive experiences with nurse prescribing, particularly in relation to issues of convenience, and the fact that medication is prescribed by the practitioner with whom they have a professional relationship. This study evaluated independent nurse prescribers working in a primary care setting reporting that the majority of nurse prescribers had greater perceived autonomy and enhanced job satisfaction. Another study reported that one of the main benefits of prescribing was nurses’ ability to provide a complete streamlined continuity of care, which allowed nurses the ability to do almost everything for the patient, from start to finish. In this study, investigators interviewed nurse prescribers between 2005 and 2006 to investigate the impact of prescribing in the UK. Participants reported that prescribing allowed them to overcome difficulties in the health care system that would otherwise delay patients’ access to medicine and that becoming a prescriber provides benefits far in excess of generating prescriptions. Prescribing enhances nurses’ ability to communicate with patients by increasing their knowledge of medicines and their confidence to discuss medications. This corroborated the survey by Latter and Courtenay, which reported that nurse prescribers provide patients with a good level of information.

Nurses play a key role in hospital inpatient management of pain within the UK, and this is an area for which qualified nurse prescribers are known to prescribe medications. From a national questionnaire of nurse prescribers in pain management (n=131 with a response rate =85%), it was reported that prescribing was perceived to improve nurses’ ability to promote evidence-based practice, but nurses were limited in prescribing controlled drugs. In this study, nurses reported that they were prevented by legislation from prescribing analgesics that were commonly used in their workplace, having to find a medical practitioner to prescribe.
the medication, which took time and caused frustration and confusion restricting their work.\textsuperscript{36} Removing this restriction would improve nurse’s ability to provide pain management to all patients.

In a survey by While and Biggs of health visitors and district (community) nurses in three health trusts in England (n=91, response rate =71%), two-thirds of nurse prescribers found that the current nurse prescriber’s formulary did not cover their prescribing needs, which hindered their prescribing practices.\textsuperscript{37} However, this limitation on prescribing was later resolved with legislation that allowed nurse prescribers full access to the formulary.\textsuperscript{38}

Research from the UK suggests that when nurses do prescribe, they do so within their areas of competence and according to specific guidelines.\textsuperscript{22} These findings were supported by a study of independent nurse prescribers in which an expert panel judged the appropriateness of prescribing decisions made during consultations.\textsuperscript{39} In this study, 25 nurse prescribers were presented with a number of prescribing scenarios, and 40% of the participants were able to identify the issues involved; however, the remaining participants were unable to identify the issues involved, suggesting that they would refer the patient to the general practitioner (GP) as these issues were outside their competence.\textsuperscript{39} This finding may lead us to believe that nurse prescriber’s are aware of their own limitations when prescribing however this highlights the need for further research in measuring and determining prescribing practice outcomes for NPs and nurse prescriber’s alike. This was further highlighted in a sample of UK accident and emergency and sexual health NPs in a review of case notes of 764 nurse prescribers.\textsuperscript{40} Both cohorts reported prescription of a wide range of medications from different drug groups, with analgesia and antibiotics being the most commonly prescribed treatments overall, from the 560 medications prescribed. In this study, 99.8% of prescribed medications were considered clinically appropriate for the patients presenting complaint, that suggests appropriate prescribing practice by NPs in these specialty areas.\textsuperscript{40}

**Canada**

In the late 1960s in Canada, the introduction of the NP was the result of consciousness to formalize the changing roles of the nurse, movement toward specialization, and shortage of medical practitioners in all areas (urban and rural).\textsuperscript{41} At this time, although there was general recognition and need for the NP role, there was no official recognition of the role through formal legislation and regulation. In the 1970s, educational institutions began graduating NP students, but due to the lack of support by Canadian legislation and regulation, nurses remained registered as RNs even though some functioned in NP-like roles.\textsuperscript{41–43} This NP-like role was dependant on the collaborative arrangement and supervision of the medical practitioner especially in urban areas.\textsuperscript{42}

By the 1980s, proposals for the formalization of NP role had faded due to a number of reasons, including an apparent oversupply of medical practitioners, weak support from policy makers, the absence of provincial/territorial legislation, and lack of public awareness of the NP role.\textsuperscript{41–43} In the 1990s, there was a shift in Canada’s health care system with an increased focus in primary health care and this led to renewed pursuit in the NP role. This renewed interest in the NP role prompted the formal regulation and education of NPs within a defined scope of practice that was pursued by many provinces and territories.\textsuperscript{44} In Canada, assessment of competence for initial registration of an NP usually consists of proof of completion of an approved NP educational program and other requirements (eg, an examination) as determined by the jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{44} At present, NP programs are approved by the regulatory body at the jurisdictional level across Canada as well as assessment of evidence of continuing education for NP registration.\textsuperscript{44} By May 2005, eleven Canadian provinces and territories had NP legislation and regulations in place or in progress.\textsuperscript{42} Current legislation and regulation authorizes NPs to independently diagnose and treat health conditions, but prescribing authority appears to remain limited in some provinces. In November 2012, the federal government made changes to regulations under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act that would enable NPs in Canada to prescribe controlled drugs and substances.\textsuperscript{42,44} Because health care is regulated by the provinces and territories in Canada, NPs in certain provinces are not able to prescribe these drugs as they do not have legislated authority to do so.

There appears little available published literature with regard to outcomes of NP prescriptive practices in Canada. One qualitative survey explored 16 NPs practice within an interdisciplinary model of pain management in long-term care, reporting that 94% of respondents prescribed nonopioid analgesics, such as acetaminophen (paracetamol) and aspirin, and nonpharmacological pain interventions.\textsuperscript{48} Sixty-two percent of participants reported prescribing NSAIDs and 12% reported prescribing opioid analgesics from a defined formulary; NPs themselves reported that restrictions to their scope of practice limited both the effectiveness and efficiency of their role in managing pain. Such restrictions were related to their inability to prescribe specific pain medications, particularly opioids.\textsuperscript{45,46} This study also highlighted
the importance of a trusting relationship among health care team members, especially between NPs and medical practitioners to fully utilize patient care. This is supported by a number of other studies from elsewhere with reports that collaboration with medical practitioners can facilitate supportive relationships and continuous learning for NP prescribers in the management of acute and chronic pain if the collaboration is in the true sense and not a guise for medical gatekeeping.36,41,45

New Zealand

Nurse prescribing within NZ coincided with the development and implementation of the NP role following a recommendation of a key ministerial taskforce in 1999.47 Prior to July 2014, NPs could only prescribe from a set formulary of drugs,48 in an emergency for up to 3 days’ dosages. Additionally, in NZ, it is possible to be registered as an NP but without prescribing privileges, and these NPs are registered as nonprescribing NPs and have a condition on their registration identifying this.49 From July 2014, changes to the Medicine Act 2013 enabled NPs with the authority to prescribe and the ability to prescribe all medicines appropriate to their scope of practice, rather than being limited to a predefined formulary.50

In NZ to register as an NP, the following qualifications are required.

Registration with the Nursing Council of New Zealand in the registered nurse scope of practice; a minimum of 4 years’ experience in a specific area of practice; and the completion of an approved clinical master’s degree program which includes demonstration of the competencies for advanced practice and prescribing applied within a defined area of practice of the nurse practitioner. The program must include relevant theory and concurrent practice; or the completion of an equivalent overseas clinically focused master’s degree qualification which meets the requirement specified above; and passing an assessment by an approved panel against the nurse practitioner competencies [page 2].49

In NZ, the Nursing Council of New Zealand assesses competence to identify medical problems and diagnoses, action planning, and prescribing prior to approving NP prescribing.49 Every 3 years, prescribing NPs are required to provide evidence that they have maintained competence. This evidence includes ongoing peer review of their prescribing practice by an authorized prescriber and a minimum of 40 hours per year of professional development and a minimum of 40 days per year of ongoing nursing practice over a 3-year period within their defined area of practice.49

Two studies that pertained to the NP prescribing practices in NZ give insight into NP prescribing practices.51,52 The perceptions of GPs regarding the NP role is reported in one study where GPs favorably viewed NP functions traditionally associated with nursing such as health, teaching, home visiting, obtaining health histories, and taking part in evaluation of care but less favorably viewed NP prescribing, ordering laboratory tests, and physical assessment.52 This study by Mackay surveyed 108 GPs (response rate =46.3%) in the Northland District Health Board of New Zealand. The GPs expressed concerns in nurses encroaching on what have traditionally been medical functions such as prescribing, undertaking physical examinations, and ordering laboratory tests. In another study of critical care NPs, conducted between 2006 and 2008, the frequency of prescribing and type of medications prescribed was audited with NPs prescribing more medications when authorized to prescribe independently, compared to when they had to use standing orders.51 This finding is not surprising but does highlight the need for outcome-based research on NP independent prescribing in the NZ context.

Australia

In Australia, the NP role was first introduced into the health care context in 1998, with prescriptive authority commencing in some jurisdictions in 2001. NPs in Australia are currently endorsed by two pathways: “Pathway 1 – applicants who have successfully completed a Board-approved Master’s Degree (NP) course; Pathway 2 – applicants who have completed substantially equivalent Master’s education that helps the applicant meet the competency standards for the NP” (page 1).51–53 Ongoing endorsement as an NP is contingent upon the NP meeting the Board’s requirements for renewal of registration annually. NPs are required to make an annual statutory declaration that they have met requirements under section 109 of the National Law, including completion of the required continuing professional development and meeting the recency of practice requirements.9 This involves the annual requirement of 20 hours of continued professional development (CPD) to be undertaken by all RNs for general registration; NPs are required to undertake an additional 10 hours of specified CPD per year, and this CPD must be relevant to the NPs context of practice, and where appropriate, address: “prescribing and administration of medicines; diagnostic investigations and consultation and referral”.9

In 2007, it was reported that one-third of NPs surveyed specifically stated that they were still awaiting approval of
formularies to prescribe medication. Since then, changes in state-level legislation for prescribing practices for NPs have addressed some of these barriers. For instance, in New South Wales (NSW), where the largest proportion of Australian NPs practice, since May 2012 NSW Health has an approved formulary from which NPs in the public service can prescribe. This change resulted in NP prescribers not having to have a separate formulary approved at the local institution level, unless additional drugs not listed on the NSW NP formulary are to be prescribed. However, this is not the case in every Australian State or territory where local agreements are sometimes required or limitations on drug formulary exist. Private practice NPs are required to submit a separate formulary, appropriate to their scope of practice for approval to the Chief Nursing and Midwifery Officer in the state of NSW, a practice also required in the majority of other Australian states. Additionally, private sector NPs are only eligible to access the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) and Medical Benefits Scheme (MBS) working within a collaborative arrangement.

In a study by Khanal et al, students enrolled in an NP Master’s course were less confident than medical and pharmacy students in relation to their clinical judgment when choosing medicines in relation to an online case study prescription, although the correctness in choice of medicines by NP participants was no different to their medical and pharmacy colleagues. This study measured the student’s degree of certainty of their answers; it reported that pharmacy students were the most confident compared to medical and NP students. Despite being the least confident in their answers, this may not necessarily be a negative finding and may suggest NP student participants demonstrate more caution when prescribing. Indeed, confidence in prescribing is highlighted in another Australian study of NPs where participants were the most confident providing their clients with education about medicines but were less confident in adjusting medications prescribed by others or discontinuing medicines prescribed by others. Unsurprisingly, in this study of 251 participants, the more experienced the NP was, the greater their confidence in meeting legal requirements for prescribing.

Data from this same Australian survey of NP prescribing practices also revealed the unique role of NPs in managing infective process and pain management, with anti-infectives and analgesics the most frequently prescribed classification of medications, a finding consistent with the international literature. Of the respondents surveyed in this study, it is notable that >50% worked in emergency and/or acute care settings with the finding of analgesics; the second most common drug prescribed perhaps is reflective of the unique role of NPs managing pain in both chronic and acute settings. However, similar to many other countries mentioned in this review, there remains a lack of published Australian studies related to patient outcomes from NP prescribing.

Discussion
A critical analysis in the literature from the USA, Canada, UK, Europe, and NZ revealed three key themes: types of medications prescribed, barriers to prescribing practice, and confidence-related prescribing practice.

Types of medications prescribed
There are a few research reports in the international literature related to the actual medications prescribed by NPs in the treatment of their patients. Reports from the USA, Canada, NZ (in a critical care setting), and UK (emergency care setting) have suggested that the most commonly prescribed medications are analgesics, anti-hypertensives, and antimicrobials. This compares to Australian NPs prescribing practices where research has suggested that the most commonly prescribed medications are analgesics and anti-infective drugs. Interestingly, NP prescribing of antihypertensive medications does not appear as prevalent in Australia as elsewhere, possibly due to the fact that ~90% Australian NPs practice in hospital settings, mostly in emergency and acute care settings, unlike the USA where the majority appear to practice in primary care settings. However, comparison is complicated by the reports that medicines prescribed are often specialty-specific, and reinforces the need for further research to establish, compare, and contrast NP prescribing practices and outcomes by specialties across comparable countries.

Barriers to prescribing
A consistent theme across the literature is related to barriers to prescribing practices, which can lead to clinician frustration and potential deficits in patient care delivery. For example, in the UK, reports suggested that nurse prescribers were limited in the prescribing of controlled drugs for pain management, similar to reports from Canada. In Australia, reports suggest that NPs prescribing practice barriers have related to legislative and policy barriers, such as access to the PBS for subsidy of medicines prescribed. However, some of these barriers appear to be resolving over time internationally with UK prescribers granted access to the full British National Formulary in 2006 and legislation in Australia enabling NP prescriptions to be eligible for PBS.
reimbursement. In contrast, barriers to prescribing were not an evident theme in the US literature, probably reflective of the longer duration of NP prescribing in the USA.

Confidence in prescribing
Confidence in aspects of prescribing was a theme evident in Australian, Canadian, and UK literature. The Australian literature suggested that NPs feel most confident in aspects of prescribing related to providing educational information and least confident altering others’ prescriptions, with more experienced NPs reported greater confidence prescribing. Actual confidence in prescribing itself is not reported in the UK and Canadian literature. However, aspects of confidence in prescribing could perhaps be interpreted in the reported studies as pertaining to the areas of competence and specific guidelines in which NPs prescribe. Canadian studies identified the key factor of the importance of collaborative relationships. These relationships can be viewed to perhaps enhance the NPs confidence in prescribing with the development of a trusting relationship with medical practitioners. A study from the UK reported that collaboration with medical practitioners facilitated a supportive relationship, allowing continuous learning for nurse prescribers in the aspects of prescribing. Collaborative relationships among health care team members are key for NPs in their ability to effectively and safely prescribe. Further research is needed to explore the link between NP confidence and quality use of medicines to determine if confidence is appropriately related to safe and effective prescribing in clinical practice.

Theme not identified in Australian literature
The main theme that was not prevalent in the Australian literature was assessment of NPs prescribing practice. US literature focused on comparative outcomes of NPs with medical practitioners and PAs on their prescriptive patterns; UK studies focused on clinical appropriateness and safety of prescribing, also evident in NZ and Canadian literature. In comparison, there have not been any Australian studies to date measuring outcomes of NP prescribing, which may be attributed to the infancy of Australian NP prescribing compared to the USA.

Implications for further research into NP prescribing
Across all the countries reviewed, there appears a need for further research into the organizational and financial conditions/climate in which NPs prescribe. NPs tend to practice in differing contexts, requiring systems literacy to deliver care across complex systems. Such research may give a better understanding of not only NP true prescribing capacity but also inform future NP prescribing policy. Additionally, there is a growing need across all the countries reviewed to conduct research to determine the true impact of NP prescribing on both patient outcomes and health service outcomes, especially in countries such as Australia where NP prescribing is now quiet prevalent and many historical barriers to prescribing remain to overcome.

Limitations
A potential limitation of this review is that in keeping the focus of the review to published peer reviewed literature, some gray literature and policy documents may have potentially been excluded from the review that may report outcomes of NP prescribing. However, the authors believe that such literature should be subject to peer review to be included and inform the discussion of the current state of NP prescribing outcomes. Another limitation to the review may be the selection of articles in the UK arena, as in the UK, NP is not a legislatively protected title, and registered independent nurse prescribing policy enables RNs to prescribe within the RN scope of practice. Due to the lack of regulation of NPs in the UK, prescribing is encompassed in the literature under the banner of independent nurse prescribing. However, this is acknowledged in the review discussion regarding UK NP prescribing.

Conclusion
The introduction of NP prescribing internationally has come about due to the diversity of external and internal forces, although the main driver appears to be the health care needs of underserviced populations. The nature of the legislation, educational preparation, and regulations that allows NPs prescriptive authority varies considerably between countries, although additional education and preparation are required at a postgraduate or postregistration level in all the countries reviewed.

Australian NP prescribing is still relatively new in its development when compared to an international perspective, although legislation relating to NP prescribing now appears similar in nature to comparative health systems. Additionally, medications prescribed by NPs throughout the reviewed countries does not differ greatly when compared to Australian NPs practices. It is apparent that there is a lack of evidence-based research on actual outcomes to NP prescribing practices throughout the countries reviewed. The review highlights the need for further research.
to both evaluate the uniqueness of NP prescribing in differing and sometimes complex contexts and also to evaluate the true impact on both patient and system outcomes across all countries. With the changing face of medicine, this review highlights the barriers that need to be addressed with further research, such as lack of jurisdictional legislation in all countries, allowing NPs to prescribe to their full potential.
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